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THE #1 NEW YORK TIMES AND INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLER â€œEerie, beautiful, and

devastating.â€• â€”Chicago Tribune â€œA stealthy hit with staying power. . . . thriller-like

pacing.â€•Â â€”The New York Times â€œThirteen Reasons Why will leave you with chills long after

you have finished reading.â€• â€”Amber Gibson, NPRâ€™s â€œAll Things Consideredâ€• Â  You

canâ€™t stop the future.Â  You canâ€™t rewind the past. The only way to learn the secret . . . is to

press play.Clay Jensen returns home from school to find a strange package with his name on it

lying on his porch. Inside he discovers several cassette tapes recorded by Hannah Bakerâ€”his

classmate and crushâ€”who committed suicide two weeks earlier. Hannah's voice tells him that there

are thirteen reasons why she decided to end her life. Clay is one of them. If he listens, he'll find out

why.  Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â Â   Clay spends the night crisscrossing his town with Hannah as

his guide. He becomes a firsthand witness to Hannah's pain, and as he follows Hannahâ€™s

recorded words throughout his town, what he discovers changes his life forever.
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I work with seriously emotionally disturbed children, teenagers and families. I read this book

because some of the teens I was working with were very taken by it. I found it to be a very simplified

caricature of a suicidal teen. Having worked with actual people who are actually suicidal, I can tell



you, the '13 Reasons' that Hannah killed herself wouldn't have even made the list for most people

contemplating suicide. It may sound harsh, but, barring any serious underlying mental illness (to

which there was no reference), Hannah would never have killed herself for the reasons stated.This

is such a popular book, and unfortunately it does a real disservice to teens in their understanding of

suicide and what to do about it. The idea that a counselor, upon hearing that a student was

considering suicide, let her walk away without contacting her parents is unthinkable. Aside from this

being unethical (which, granted some therapist's are), no therapist would ever think to act in such

away due to the legal ramifications. Even the most incompetent would have immediately gotten

Hannah help.Aside from the above issues, comes the underlying message. What was it? Be nice to

people or they might kill themselves? Be on high alert for people who seem sad? Mostly what I got

out of it was that you are responsible for others actions. It seems very one sided. In truth, we all do

cruel things, we can all think back on times when, for one reason or another we behaved badly. To

say that human error deserves such retribution is alarming. Not only that, this idea of post-death

vindictiveness is a very attractive idea to teenagers who feel misunderstood and unheard.

...to know that I'm not the only one who thought this book was exasperating beyond measure. A

friend advised me to read it and she raved about it so I was expecting it to be beyond awesome. I

finished it in one evening (it's definitely a page turner) but it just left me feeling fed up with Hannah.

I've had my own share of suicidal thoughts, etc so it's not as if I couldn't relate to the character. But I

just found myself questioning the whole premise of the book. I understand that most readers found it

thought provoking in regards to how our actions can so deeply affect those around us and it does

cause you to examine your own actions and behavior towards others.That said, I think creating a

very elaborate map and set of tapes for 13 people and essentially blackmailing them into listening to

the tapes just reeks of a vindictive, selfish individual. Perhaps her tapes didn't affect all her listeners

as deeply as they affect the narrator but, if it were me, I would be devastated and scarred for life if I

received a suicide message along those lines. It's one thing to go back to people who have harmed

you and say "Hey, you messed up and you really hurt me. Just wanted you to know" and to move

on with your life (with the help of a good therapist in Hannah's situation) but it's another thing to say

"Hey, here are a set of tapes that describe all the detailed slights and harms that have been done to

me and you can feel horrifically guilty for the rest of your life because I'm DEAD now! So there!"Yes,

some of those people did some horrible things. I'm not excusing their actions. But I also think most

of those people honestly didn't know Hannah well. I have no clue what is going on in the private

lives of most of the people I see every day.



I am one of the rare minority who did not enjoy this book. In fact, I was completely annoyed with it. I

struggled through it and kept rolling my eyes. It took a lot to make myself finish it. I hoped it would

get much better, since there is so much positive hype surrounding this book, but unfortunately it did

not. I am also going to preface my negative comments by saying that I am not at all mean-spirited,

heartless, or think lightly of suicide. I also have been at the receiving end of some terrible things in

high school so I do know what that feels like, and so I am not approaching this as simply someone

who didn't experience bad things in high school. Suicide is an extremely serious issue, and I think it

is extremely important to be explored in books, especially considering the epidemic of teen suicides

we have been facing lately. However, I felt like this book did not give it the respect and seriousness

it deserves. I loved the concept of this story, and I think a story like this has the potential to be

amazing and powerful. Perhaps if it was tackled by a different author or had different characters,

maybe I would have thought it was.I did enjoyed the dual narration format of the book. This was a

very interesting and engaging format to choose. However, it did get a little bit confusing for me with

the back and forth, not only because it switched from character to character as well as from present

to flashback. This might have been because I was not 100% engaged with the book since I did not

enjoy it, and so I bet I got a bit sloppy in my reading habits. I also applaud the creativity of the book,

because it is such an usual and unique premise. The writing also is engaging, flows well, and is

never boring.My main problem was the characters.
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